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Do you have a Succession Plan?

What road do I take?

Well where are you going?

I don’t know.

Then it doesn’t matter.

If you don’t know where
you are going, any road
will get you there.

- Lewis Carroll
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Business Continuity
to the Next Generation?

29%

41%

24%

6%

Source: Business Enterprise Institute, Inc. (2012)

Third Party

Key Employees, Co-
Owner, ESOP

Child / Children

Other
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Outline

•Understanding Your Business Value

•Succession Planning “Paths”

•Case Studies

•Business Continuity through ESOP Employee-Ownership

•Question & Answer
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Understanding Your Business Value
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Valuation Approaches

• Income Approach (DCF Method)

• Market Approach

• Asset Approach

Valuation professionals assess the applicability

of these three standard approaches,

given the facts and circumstances of a given case.
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Income Approach –
DCF (Discounted Cash Flow)
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Value

“In the simplest sense, the theory surrounding the value of
an interest in a business depends upon the future benefits

that will accrue to its owner.

The value of the business interest then depends upon

an estimate of the future benefits and the

required rate of return at which those future benefits are
discounted back to future value as of the valuation date.”

[Pratt, et.al, “Valuing a Business”, p.56]
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Risk vs. Return
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Market Approach –
Guideline Public Companies Method

Compare Subject to Publicly-Traded Companies

•Works best for larger private companies

•Industries with public ‘comparables’

Comparisons on Size, Profitability, Growth, Risk

Apply Relevant “Multiple” to Subject Company

•Price / Earnings (EBITDA)

•Price / Revenue

•Price / Book
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Market Approach – Guideline
Merged and Acquired Company Method

Compare Subject to M&A Transactions

•Public Company acquisitions

•Private Company acquisitions (data available?)

Comparisons on Size, Profitability, Growth, Risk

Apply Relevant “Multiple” to Subject Company

•Price / Earnings (EBITDA)

•Price / Revenue

•Price / Book
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Asset Approach

Net Asset Value Method

•Generally used for holding type entities

Liquidation Value Method

•Generally used for companies with poor financial performance

- Orderly liquidation

- Forced liquidation
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What About Outside Assets?

Owner-Occupied Real Estate

•Can you negotiate lease to the next owner of your business?

•What are the sale prospects?

Airplanes

•Did you place this asset in a separate business entity?
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Levels of Value

• No secondary market for these interests

• Restrictions on transfer and sale common

• Influences Strategic Direction

• Can sell the business

• Profits taken distribution vs. salary

• Shareholder can liquidate interest

• Does not control distributions, strategy

• “As If Publicly Traded” value

• Synergies that can enhance deal price

• Vary by deal, by industry

Control
Value

Minority
Marketable

Value

Minority
Non-Marketable

Value

Strategic
Control Value
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Succession Planning “Paths”
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Ownership Succession Options

• Sell to Co-Owners

• Sell to Key Employees

• Sell to ESOP

• Strategic Purchaser

• Financial Purchaser

• Go Public

Family
Succession

Sell to
Outsiders

Sell to
Insiders
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Family Succession

•Succession can begin over time

•Let’s you see how well your children run the business

•Transfers can reduce estate taxes at death

•Several planning and transfer strategies available
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Types of Transfers

•Stock sale

•Asset sale

•Installment sale

•Gifting

•Grantor Retained Annuity Trust (GRAT)

•Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust (IDGT)

•Self Canceling Installment Note (SCIN)

•Family Limited Partnership (FLP)

•Corporate redemption
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Case Study #1

A medium size trucking company owner (age 60) wanted to
transfer the business to a son who is working in the

company.

He also has two daughters who are not involved in the
business. He expressed a desire to leave an equitable

amount to all three children.
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Case Study #1 (continued)

1. He had a business valuation completed and also went through

an estate plan, which valued all his assets. The company is

worth $5m and his personal assets are worth $2m.

2. He set up a Buy Sell plan, which sold the full value of the

company to his son upon his retirement or death. The Buy Sell

plan had a financial plan established that paid the asset off in

10 years.

3. He purchased a $8m life insurance policy, which along with

his personal assets, allowed each child an even share of the

estate. ($5m business to his son and $4m cash + $1m assets

to each daughter)

4. The cost of life insurance was $20,104 annually.
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Sell to Outsiders

•Going Public: “IPO Window” becoming increasing less available

•Strategic Buyers: can justify a premium valuation where other

buyers cannot

•Strategic buyers vary greatly by industry; affected by economic

cycle

•Financial Buyers: purchase price based on rate of return

business can generate

•Private Equity; Individual Investors
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Stock Sale

•Type of transaction seller desires

•Single level of tax – capital gains rates

•Typically lower sales price but may provide the most after tax

cash proceeds

•All liabilities (both known and unknown) transfer

•No “book up” / lack of tax benefit for buyer

•More time spent on due diligence requirement

•338(h)(10) election to treat stock sale as an asset sale
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Asset Sale

•Type of transaction buyer desires

- Restart depreciable lives and amounts

- Goodwill is deductible over 15 years

•Double layer of tax for “C” corporations

•Ordinary income tax rates

- Depreciation recapture

•Liabilities defined (environmental could be an issue)
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Non-Tax Issues

• Culture

• Employee matters

• Liabilities assumed

• Amount of due diligence required

• Contracts, licenses and stock options

• Ability to choose new accounting methods

• Consulting agreements and covenants not to compete

• Cash at closing / earnouts / seller financing

• Reps / warranties / indemnify
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Case Study #2

Small trucking company owner was looking to sell his
company. He found an outside investment group that

wanted his Inter-Model capability.

His desired sales price was $4m, however the bank was only
willing to lend the investment group $2.5m due to the

business valuation.
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Case Study #2 (continued)

1. The investment group accepted his purchase price of $4m.

2. In order to make the deal feasible, they required him to

internally finance the $1.5m difference and continue to work as

the president for five years

3. They purchased $1.5m of life insurance on the owner. This

provided a funding mechanism to complete the transaction in

the event that he passed away before the five-year buy out was

completed.

4. They also purchased $1m of Key Man Life Insurance on the

vice president, who was scheduled to take over the duties of

president.

5. The cost for both life insurance policies was $4,645 annually.
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Sell to Insiders

•Co-Owners: desire to acquire your shares? Or, wanting to sell

when you sell?

•Importance of Buy-Sell Agreement structure

•Ability / financial resources to purchase stock

•Management Buy-Out (MBO): sale to handful of insiders

•Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP): sale to all employees
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Case Study #3

A medium sized trucking company owner wanted to sell his
business to a group compromised of his CFO, operations

manager and safety director.

The business was valued at $9m.
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Case Study #3 (continued)

1. The team had been with him for years and they had shown

interest in purchasing the company for quite some time. They

were solid employees and he felt they would continue to run

the company as he would like to see it continue.

2. As long term employees, the three had little capital to invest

and would have some difficulty getting financed.

3. The current owner was only 48 and projected that he wanted to

leave the company in roughly 10 years.

4. They met with their attorney and accountant and set up a Buy

Sell Agreement.

5. The agreement was funded through a Corporate Owned Life

Insurance (COLI) contract.
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Case Study #3 (continued)

6. The COLI was paid for by Deferred Compensation to the three

purchasing employees. Each deferred a significant portion of

their bonus each year. The deferred dollars were funneled into

the COLI program.

7. The life insurance contract would have paid $5m to the family

in the event of a death to the owner prior to purchase. The

remainder was secured through a financing mechanism.

8. The COLI product had an annual premium of $113,000 and a

Surrender Value of $1,342,000 in year 10. The program also

has a feature that returns no less than 100% of the aggregate

premium at anytime. This permitted a payout, should the

arrangement change or one of the buyers exiting the equation.
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Business Continuity Through ESOP

Employee-Ownership
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Why Consider forming an ESOP?

Tax Advantaged Buyer of Company Stock

•S-Corporations with an ESOP do not pay federal income taxes

for the portion of their Stock owned by the ESOP

•C-Corporation shareholders - §1042 Rollover allows for Capital

Gains Tax deferral on sale

•Known Buyer/Exit Strategy

•Diversify Seller’s Net Worth

Non-Tax Reasons to Consider an ESOP
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ESOP Candidate Profile

•Owner approaching retirement

•Capable management team to succeed owner

•Unused debt capacity

•Profits to support ESOP debt service

•Company size (more cost effective benefit)

•Motivated by tax advantages

•Motivated by “ownership culture” advantages

•Desire to buy-out a minority shareholder

•Limited 3rd party / strategic buyers in market
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Mark Flinchum
mflinchum@ksmcpa.com

(ph) 317.580.2018

Mark Kaczmarek
mkaczmarek@cottinghambutler.com

(ph) 563.587.5524

Andy Manchir
amanchir@ksmcpa.com

(ph) 317.428.1134


